We are engaged in **Manufacturing** and **Supplying** of **Drawing Dies, Auto Component Dies, Welding Industry Tools**, etc. These are known for their anti corrosive, sturdiness and light weight.
About Us

Established in the year 1990 in Hyderabad (Telangana, India), we “Sree Ram Engineering Works” are Sole Proprietorship (Individual) based company engaged in manufacturing and supplying a qualitative assortment of Drawing Dies, Auto Component Dies, Welding Industry Tools, Bearing Dies, TC Wear Parts, Extrusion Dies, PCD Nozzle, Industrial Dies, Die Cutting Pin, etc. The offered products are manufactured by our experienced professionals using the optimum quality raw material and advanced technology in synchronization with the set industry standards. Known for their features like sturdiness, light weight, anti corrosive, dimensional accuracy, high quality, easy to install and perfect finish, these products are highly demanded in the market. Our respected clients can avail these products in different specifications so as to meet their exact needs. In order to ensure their quality, these products are rigorously tested on various quality parameters by our quality controllers. We, at Sree Ram Engineering Works, carry out our operations aiming at the following five points: Quick responses to quotation requests, Quick problem solving, High quality, Low pricing, Quick delivery. Owing to our well-furnished infrastructural unit, we have been able to provide high quality range of products. This infrastructure is categorized into different sub-units like procurement, manufacturing, quality...

For more information, please visit
https://www.indiamart.com/sreeramengineering/profile.html
DRAWING DIES

PCD Drawing Dies

Wire Drawing Dies

Sectional Drawing Dies

Diamond Drawing Dies
WELDING INDUSTRY TOOLS

Carbide Bushes

Wire Cutting Dies

Wire Guides

Cutoff Dies
INDUSTRIAL DIES

Blanking Die

Blanking Punch

Piercing Dies

Rivet Dies
BOLT FORMING DIES

Our Products

- Cold Forming Dies
- CSK Dies
- Pointing Dies
AUTO COMPONENT DIES

Cold Forging Die

Carbide Spline Shaft Extrusion Dies

Swaging Dies
BEARING DIES

Punch Dies

Warm Forging Dies

Taper Roller Heading Dies
OTHER PRODUCTS:

- Bar Drawing Dies
- Carbide Nozzles
- Powder Compaction Dies
- Bi Metal Contact Rivet Dies
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CONTACT US

Sree Ram Engineering Works
Contact Person: Kamal Kanth Singh

D. No. 1- 130, Pipe Line Road, Fathenagar
Hyderabad - 500018, Telangana, India

📞 +91-8043258030
🌐 https://www.indiamart.com/sreeramengineering/